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Preface
We are looking for a way to analyze big data with little to no help from (bio-)informaticians. To 

do that we have to become literate in using the operating system called Linux, most frequently installed as 
Ubuntu. It is desirable to have a computer/laptop running Linux at home. It can be as easily installed as 
Windows using (e.g. http://www.ubuntu.com/download) and following the instructions. Popular 
distributions like Ubuntu and Fedora have a graphical user interface (GUI) and essentially looks like 
Windows or are similar enough to be understood almost immediately. For our new purpose we need the 
terminal, where we will pass precise, written commands to the computer. The following tutorial allows 
you to train yourself in basic Linux commands without a Linux computer: http://linuxsurvival.com/. If you
have a computer running Linux, try looking at the terminal and try some of the stuff you learned in the 
online tutorial.

Using Linux, we will generate the output files which we will analyze using R (or, for some, 
Excel). R is a tool for statistics and data modeling. Initially it looks impossible to learn quickly, but you 
can. A helpful online tutorial is http://tryr.codeschool.com/. 

Finally, if you cannot script in python or perl, it is helpful to know your way around regular 
expressions using a texteditor (such as Notepad++). An online tutorial for regular expressions can be 
found here http://regexone.com/.

The completion of at least the first two tutorials will make you fit for the training course. At this 
level, we will not strive for the most elegant, nor the most efficient code; but rather for simplicity and 
understandability for beginners. We may write ugly, redundant,  copy-pastey code;  but it will get the job 
done and allow us to analyze our own data following a more or less standardized pipeline.
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Basics

Linux
We type our instruction for the computer into the terminal, open one by typing (Strg+Alt+T) or by

navigating to one using the GUI. In all languages used in the workshop, the # character indicates 
comments, and what follows will not be executed by the computer, but is there fore the user. 

# list the contents of the current directory
ls
# move to the home directory
cd
# list the contents
ls
# change to the directory with the data to be used
cd Documents/RNAdata
# change to one directory up
cd ..

Now we will write our first shell script. We will try everything out before we actually make the 
script. There are five steps to making a script: (i) define what you want to happen, in our case, we want the
computer to print the current time and date, (ii) test out the code by writing it out piece by piece, (iii) 
actually write the script using a text editor, (iv) make the script executable and (v) run the script.

First, test the code: 

# make the computer repeat what you wrote
echo “My 1st script prints the date and time.”
echo $(date +%F_%T)
# observe what the computer does
# let’s assume you want to store the output and not just read it
echo “My 1st script prints the date and time.” > text.txt
echo $(date +%F_%T) >> text.txt
# look in the current directory in the GUI to find the file 
# text.txt. Open it by double clicking.
less text.txt
# another way of looking at the output, enter 'q' to quit

And now we will produce the script (or program if you will). Open the text editor by double 
clicking in the GUI or opening it with gedit, which you will find in the applications menu under 
“Development”. 
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Then write the following in the text editor, and save the file as  myfirstprogram.sh. 

#!/bin/bash
echo “My 1st script prints the date and time.” > text2.txt
echo $(date +%F_%T) >> text2.txt
exit

This program will not be executed by a linux computer since it was not told that it is an executable
program. You have to let it know and set the permissions. We’ll start just by checking the current 
permissions.

# from the directory where you saved myfirstprogram.sh
ls
# note the colors
ls –l
# note the information you see on the screen
chmod u+x myfirstprogram.sh
# this command tells the computer to add (+) the 
# execute permission (x) to the current user (u)
# if you omit the u you give permission to everyone

You are ready to run the script.

# execute the script in the current directory (./)
./myfirstprogram.sh

Now you can look at the file text2.txt either in the GUI or by using less. Writing shell scripts is 
easy, you just put in the program what you would write in the terminal and the computer will execute it 
line by line. The first line tells the computer what to use to read the program (in our case bash and not perl
or python or R) and the last line tells it to exit from executing the program. Writing these small shell 
scripts become important when you want to run your read mapping overnight or over a weekend. We will 
revisit them when we do the read mapping.

You can also use commands to make analyses in a file. We will use a transcriptome assembly (you
will make one later today or tomorrow) which is in .fasta format

# navigate to the folder with the RNAdata 
cd ~/Documents/RNAdata
# look at the file using the command line
less Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa
# you can move through the document by pressing Enter
# you can leave the file by pressing q
# if you only want to look at the first few lines
head Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa
# if you want to look at the last few lines
tail Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa
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# view the whole file
cat Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa
# now you know why we looked at the ‘head’ and ‘tail’ beforehand
# to interrupt this, you’ll want the command Strg + C

With these large files, we often get our first look and first stats in bash. 

# count the number of sequences, more specifically:
# count the headers, which start with ‘>’
# the grep command, is a type of search, we’ll look for ‘>’
# the ‘|’ tells the computer to pass the output of one command
# to another, and wc is the command for “word count”
grep “>” Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa | wc lines

# the number you see, is the number of transcripts
# you can also estimate* how many bases there are in total
# by counting all characters in the file with the 
# exception of the fasta headers.
# you do that by inverting grep (v), producing all but 
# lines starting with “>”, and then counting characters
grep “>” Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa v | wc chars
# *estimate, because the endofline character is counted.

Linux has many more such small useful commands. It is frequently helpful to google or to look at 
Linux tutorials and see what you can scavenge for your purpose. We will revisit Linux during the training 
course when we need to use it.

R
If you worked through the R tutorial, you have already learned a lot about how R works. We will 

run a brief review, including installing packages, getting your data into R, exporting data from R and how 
to make a figure using ggplot2. We will use RStudio to write and execute R code since it makes our life 
easy. As a rule, Interactive Development Environments, like RStudio, make the programmer’s life easier, 
particularly at the start. PyCharm is a nice equivalent for python.

You can open Rstudio, either by entering 'rstudio' in the command line, or from the applications 
menu under 'Development'.

We will use the basic R functions that come with R when you install it. We will also use R 
packages, little or large things other people wrote for us and those need to be installed. To install one we 
type in the Rstudio script window and execute by typing (Strg+Enter). We type only the lines without the 
preceding ‘#’ and we execute each line after typing it by pressing (Strg+Enter).

install.packages("ggplot2")

# this installs the packages, you can see in the console window what R is 
# doing, when finished
# if you get an error about permissions, don't worry, it's already installed

library(ggplot2)

# you only need to install the package once, afterwards you only need the
# library() command 
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# if you wonder why R come with only pieces but not everything, this has 
# something to do with (i) efficiency and (ii) efficiency; if R came with
# everything, it would be the size of Windows and take as long to start up

Let’s assume you have an Excel file and want to do something to it using R. First, always, always 
use tab-delimited text files to move from program to program, no matter which programs you use. Look at
the small tab-delimited txt file in the ~/Documents/RNAdata called example_table.txt using a text editor 
(e.g. 'gedit') or LibreOffice Calc (which is just like Excel except free, open source,  and Linux 
compatible). Next we'll import this into R.

# set your working directory to the directory with the example_table.txt 
# file using the Session – set working directory – choose directory GUI, look 
# what happens in the console

df <- read.delim("example_table.txt")

head(df)

# the first command reads in a tab-delimited text file, our go-to format,
# it stores the table under the name 'df'
# the second command, much like 'head' in bash shows the first rows

The standard format for biologists applications in R is the data.frame which is essentially what we
used to call a table. It is organized in columns and rows with column names and rownames (not present in 
our table, that is why head(df) gives us numbers. Now we will briefly look at how to get particular 
columns out, and how to get particular rows out. We will always look at the data.frame, do something and 
look again. We will also look a bit at classes (or types) of data because that is a frequent cause for errors 
when writing scripts.

# let’s remind ourselves what the data.frame looks like
head(df)
# now we will extract the first column
df1 <- df[, 1]
head(df1)
# now let’s look at classes
class(df)
class(df1)
# when we extracted the first column only, we no longer have a data.frame
# we now have a list of the type factor (which is different from character
# but maybe we can ignore that for now
# let’s extract the first two columns
df2 <- df[, c(1, 2)]
# this syntax means: take columns 1 and 2 from the data.frame 'df'
# subsetting data frames works with [rows, columns]
# and c(1, 2) indicates which columns
head(df2)
df3 <- df[,c("mpg", "cyl", "disp", "hp")]
head(df3)
# this time we have used the column names instead of the column number

# now let’s look at rows
df4 <- df[c(1:5),]
# notice how the comma is now on the other side
# this extracts the first five rows, the column names are not a row, they 
# are column names
df4
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# notice how I no longer ask for head(), but show everything. After all, 
# I now only have five rows to display

# now some advanced magic, extract all rows in which are cars with at
# least six cylinders
df5 <- df[(df$cyl >= 6), ]
# this evaluates the stuff in the bracket which says check if column cyl of
# the data.frame df is equal or larger than 6
# then it returns all rows (notice the trailing comma!) for which this is TRUE
# how many?
dim(df5)
dim(df)
df5

For renaming, let’s assume you want to do that but do not know how. If that happened in the lab, 
you’d ask a colleague or ask google. Same here: google “rename columns r”. The best result is not always 
the first. To speed things up, I tell you the one I like, which is “How to rename a single column in a 
data.frame in R? - Stack Overflow” and there the 2nd solution which is:

# df = dataframe
# old.var.name = The name you don't like anymore
# new.var.name = The name you want to get
names(df)[names(df) == 'old.var.name'] <- 'new.var.name'

Now we can try renaming a column!

# look at current column names
colnames(df)
# we tell R to look at the names in the data.frame df and find the one for 
# which the name = mpg
# and then we re-assign that name to gas_mileage
# we avoid spaces and number at the beginning of a name which are both bad in R
names(df)[names(df) == "mpg"] <- "gas_mileage"
# and look at after
colnames(df)

In R, we can make plots and make prettier plots. There are multiple ways to do that but we will 
use ggplot2, the alternatives are lattice and the basic plot function. We will use the package ggplot2 which 
was installed and loaded earlier today. Our example plot will come from the data.frame we have worked 
with all the time. We want to visualize whether horsepower of a car and gas mileage have something to do
with each other. Let’s look at the data.frame again:

head(df)
# now we will learn about how ggplot makes figures
# the minimal information is where is the data, what is the x variable
# and what is the y variable and what we want to plot
# let’s try
ggplot(data=df,aes(x=hp,y=gas_mileage)) +
    geom_point()
# the first line indicates the data, what x is and what y is
# the second line says we want points
# now we can customize that plot and make it prettier
# first of, different style, we do that by using theme
ggplot(data=df, aes(x=hp, y=gas_mileage)) +
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  geom_point()+
  theme_bw()

# or alternatively, if you like that better
ggplot(data=df, aes(x=hp, y=gas_mileage)) +
  geom_point()+
  theme_minimal()
# now we want colored dots, simply red ones
# find all colors at 
# http://research.stowers-institute.org/efg/R/Color/Chart/ColorChart.pdf
# you can choose them by name, number or code; I like names
ggplot(data=df, aes(x=hp, y=gas_mileage)) +
  geom_point(color="firebrick")+
  theme_bw()
# and a different size and shape
ggplot(data=df, aes(x=hp, y=gas_mileage)) +
  geom_point(color="firebrick", shape=15, size=4)+
  theme_bw()
# or choose colors based on something else, like the number of cylinders
# note, you have to add that to the aesthetics (called aes)
ggplot(data=df, aes(x=hp, y=gas_mileage, color=cyl)) +
  geom_point(shape=15, size=4)+
  theme_bw()
# you can also get your color changes abrupt, not continuous,
# by defining cyl as a factor rather than a number
# first check what they are
class(df$cyl)
# now make them a factor
ggplot(data=df,aes(x=hp,y=gas_mileage, color=as.factor(cyl))) +    
  geom_point(shape=15, size=4)+
  theme_bw()
# wow, the colors are ugly, but you can modify them using scale_color_manual
# to do that you need to know which levels you have as your factors
levels(as.factor(df$cyl))
# and now you can look at colors and decide what is what
ggplot(data=df,aes(x=hp,y=gas_mileage, color=as.factor(cyl))) +
  geom_point(shape=15, size=4)+
  theme_bw()+
  scale_color_manual(values = c("4"="black",
                                "6"="skyblue",
                                "8"="royalblue"))

You can spend days and weeks over figures in ggplot2. Refer to the cheat sheet provided by 
Rstudio for the most important functions. https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ggplot2-
cheatsheet.pdf    We will plot our data later and learn some more possibilities.

Perl/Python/Java/others
Sometimes you will have to execute scripts in other languages (not bash, not R). This is a quick 

primer on how to do that. Very generally, you start by checking whether the language is installed and you 
can do that either by typing the name and seeing what happens or by typing the name followed by -v 
which usually checks the version or by typing the name followed by -h which will call the help pages. 
perl
# nothing seems to happen, use the interrupt (Strg + C)
perl v
# you should see the version information
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perl h
# shows included help function, h, help, and –help are your 
# first goto’s, the second is google
python
# ups, you can now directly write code and execute it, we need 
# to get out of here
quit
# this is not working but python tells you what will work
quit()
# and now you made it out.
# apparently both are installed

Google for “count_fasta.pl”. This will give you a script. Look at the first line, apparently it is in 
perl. Copy the script into the text editor and save it in the same folder as Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa  
naming it count_fasta.pl. Now it needs permission to be executed

ls
# the filename is white
chmod u+x count_fasta.pl
ls
# the filename is green
# find out how it works
perl count_fasta.pl –h
# apparently, you can specify something using i but you do 
# not have to do it and you need a fasta file. 
# Use the transcriptome file from earlier
perl count_fasta.pl Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa
# this will compute for a moment and then give you statistics
# about the fasta file. If you wanted that as a text file, 
# you can redirect the output into file using >
perl count_fasta.pl Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa > ATstats.txt
# you can look at the resulting file using the GUI or by typing
less ATstats.txt

You can find scripts by googling or by links in papers. Try to learn what they are written in and 
then just execute them. We will use Java later when we use trimmomatic and also perl and python scripts 
when we parse data.

An Example RNAseq Analysis

Description of the datasets you have been given to work on
The data you see is part of an experiment to test signaling during systemic acquired resistance 

(SAR) in A. thaliana. During this experiment you challenge a leaf with either mock or pathogen solution. 
Two days later, you harvest a different leaf for RNA-seq and see if the “we are under attack” signal has 
arrived and how it transforms the transcriptome. Your data is only from wildtype Arabidopsis treated with 
mock and pathogen solution. The original experiment also contains the analysis of mutants with defects in 
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different aspects of signaling, that through salicylic acid and that through pipecolic acid. The complete 
experiment can be found here: http://www.plantcell.org/content/28/1/102.short

Read Mapping

First look
Many, but not all, bioinformatics tools support compressed data as input. If you do need to extract 

it, any GUI archive tool or quickly googling the ending with “extract linux” should find an easy solution. 
For the workshop files:
As necessary change into the directory Documents/data/ and run
gunzip Col0treatment1.fastq.gz

Take a quick look at the fasta file
head Col0treatment1.fastq

Every four lines represents a read. 
1: @ID 
2: Sequence[ ATCGN]
3: +ID
4: Phred quality scores 

Note that if this was paired end data, each sample would have two files with both having matching
sorting and read IDs with all the forward reads in one file and reverse reads in the other. 

The quality scores generally encode the numbers from 0-40 that are -10 log10p, where p= 
probability that the base call was incorrect. So 30 is a 1 in 1000, and 20 a 1 in 100 chance of a miss-called 
base. Currently, the most common encoding is Phred+33, and looks like this:

!"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHI
| |                      |    |         |
0.2......................26...31........41

No one wants to look at fastq files by hand, instead, the program FastQC will create a full quality report 
for you.

fastqc Col0treatment1.fastq

You can open the result in a browser. Either from a file manager, or from the terminal

firefox Col0treatment1_fastqc/fastqc_report.html

FastQC uses a simple code of green for “good” or “normal” data and yellow then red for more 
questionable data. 

Go through the report items and compare them to good Illumina data:
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/good_sequence_short_fastqc.html
and to bad illumina data:
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/bad_sequence_fastqc.html
How do they measure up?
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Trimming
You've seen from the fastqc reports that the data both a) has lower quality towards the end of 

reads, and b) contains some adapter sequences. Both of these can lead to problems in down stream 
analyses, and the solution of choice is generally trimming the reads. Trimmomatic is a java program that 
can be used to perform both adapter and trimming steps. The command looks complicated, but for that it 
is very powerful and flexible tool.

Breaking it down into pieces:
------------------------------------------
SE indicates single end reads
Col0treatment1.fq your file to trim
Col0treatment1.trimmed.fq name of output file
ILLUMINACLIP:<adapters>:<seed mismatches>:<palindrome clip 
threshold>:<simple clip threshold>

this trims the adapters
MAXINFO:<targetLength>:<strictness (0-1 for longer-stricter)>

this trims low quality bases from the 3' end
MINLEN:<min> drop reads below this length
------------------------------------------

# run trimmomatic
# not that the '\' in the following command is there to 'escape'
# the endofline character. If you write this on one line,
# skip the '\' character
java jar trimmomatic0.36.jar SE Col0treatment1.fastq \
Col0treatment1.trimmed.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3SE.fa:2:30:10 \
MAXINFO:50:0.8 MINLEN:36

It is normally best to check the quality of the data after trimming. This way you are confident the right 
adapters were removed.

fastqc Col0treatment1.trimmed.fastq
# and to view it 
firefox Col0treatment1.trimmed_fastqc/fastqc_report.html

From Reads to Quantified Transcripts
A file with 5 million reads, high quality or not, is still very far away from human legible data, let 

alone a biological conclusion. The next big step is to get from reads to transcripts and their abundance; 
however, what this looks like will depend heavily on what species you are using and how good of a 
genome and/or transcriptome annotation is already available. 

Some major options are shown in the following figure. Basically, the less data is already available 
as a reference sequence, and the lower quality the available annotation there of, the harder this will 
become. If you have a nice genome and a well annotated transcriptome with only modest duplication, like 
A. thaliana used here. You can just align the reads to the transcriptome or even just count the k-mers in the
reads. However, if you are working with a non-sequenced species, you will either have to align the reads 
to a closely related species, or make your own de novo assembly. 

All of the options come with their own caveats, and what is appropriate depends on your reference and 
your data. 
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For instance:
• If your DNAse treatment was incomplete, you don't want the DNA reads mapping to the most-

similar transcript, you want to align the reads directly to the genome (including organellar 
genomes). 

• If you have a species where the genome is more complete than the corresponding transcriptome 
annotation, your data will be easier to interpret if you align it directly to the genome. 

• If your species of interest is not sequenced, and not phylogenetically close to a sequenced species,
you will have little option but performing a de novo assembly, but should be aware of biases such 
as splitting highly abundant transcripts, chimeric transcripts, partial or absent low-abundance 
transcripts, and detection of transcripts from other species (e.g. biotrophic fungi). 

• If everything has gone well and you have a good genome available, a k-mer counting strategy will
run very quickly and very easily and give you data you can work with.

We will focus on option 1. from the figure using Kallisto for k-mer counting, as we are working with 
clean, easy, A. thaliana data. However, we'll also run a brief example for branches 2. - 4., in case this more
accurately reflects your data. 

1. k-mer counting
Classically reads have been aligned to the reference sequence. While it can be sped up by efficient 
indexing, this is fundamentally a computationally intensive (and therefore slow) process, because the 
reference sequences are very large and there are many reads to search against them. Recently, options such
as Kallisto have been developed, that do not actually align the reads, but count the k-mers they are made 
up of and assign these counts to transcripts with these k-mers. A k-mer is a stretch of bases from a read 
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long enough to generally be unique, short enough to rarely contain errors and to be computationally 
feasible. 

Example sequence and 6 - mers that can be derived from it:

TCTTCCGGAGGTGGAGGAAAACCGACGATT
TCTTCC
 CTTCCG
  TTCCGG
   TCCGGA
    CCGGAG
     .
      .
       .

While much faster than read alignment, this will sometimes be less accurate for assigning reads to the 
correct transcripts as it does not fully utilize all the read information.

When available, plant reference sequences can be obtained from major databases like Phytozome 
(phytozome.jgi.doe.gov) or Ensembl (plants.ensembl.org), which provides some naming consistency. 
Many more species are available through a species specific resource.
Here we have pre-downloaded the A. thaliana information from Phytozome. 

# first kallisto needs to create an index (de Bruijn graph)
# of the reference sequence
kallisto index –i Ath_kallisto_index \
Athaliana_primaryTranscripts.fa

index tells kallisto to make an index
-i desired name of the index
Athaliana_167_TAIR10.transcript_primaryTranscriptOnly.fa is the reference transcriptome in fasta format

# now kallisto can quantify the transcripts in the 
# index from the reads
kallisto quant i Ath_kallisto_index o treatment1 single \
l 190 s 20 Col0treatment1.trimmed.fastq

The generally required parameters are:
-i index name assigned above
-o output directory name

And a few extra parameters are required for single end reads. 
--single
-l mean fragment length
-s standard deviation of fragment length

# kallisto created a directory with three files
ls treatment1/

# we just need one of them, take a look
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less treatment1/abundance.tsv

You should see tab separated values, most importantly showing us the transcript ID (target_id), the 
estimated read counts (est_counts), and the normalized abundance estimate Transcripts Per Million (tpm). 

target_id       length  eff_length      est_counts      tpm 
ATCG00020.1     1062    873     995     293.647 
ATCG00040.1     1581    1392    9       1.66579 
ATCG00050.1     240     51.331  0       0 
ATCG00065.1     114     5.2474  0       0 

We will later use the TPM for graphs and the counts for statistics. However, you may have noticed that 
we've so far ignored five of our six read files. You can save all the commands individually to a file for 
each of the other samples and run it.

#!/bin/bash
# trimmomatic
java jar trimmomatic0.36.jar SE Col0treatment2.fastq \
Col0treatment2.trimmed.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3SE.fa:2:30:10 \
MAXINFO:50:0.8 MINLEN:36
java jar trimmomatic0.36.jar SE Col0treatment3.fastq \
Col0treatment3.trimmed.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3SE.fa:2:30:10 \
MAXINFO:50:0.8 MINLEN:36
# ... and so on 

# kallisto
kallisto quant i Ath_kallisto_index o treatment2 single \
l 190 s 20 Col0treatment2.trimmed.fastq
kallisto quant i Ath_kallisto_index o treatment3 single \
l 190 s 20 Col0treatment3.trimmed.fastq
# ... and so on.

However, it will almost certainly be easier in the long run to learn about loops. Particularly if you 
have to change a parameter later! Here is a very simple loop to catch all five of the other samples up with 
treatment1

# for each word following “in” the loop will be ran with
# this word saved in the variable $sample
for sample in treatment2 treatment3 mock1 mock2 mock3
do  # open the loop
  echo $sample
  java jar trimmomatic0.36.jar SE Col0$sample.fastq.gz \
Col0$sample.trimmed.fastq ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3SE.fa:2:30:10 \
MAXINFO:50:0.8 MINLEN:36
  kallisto quant i Ath_kallisto_index o $sample single \
l 190 s 20 Col0$sample.trimmed.fastq
done  # close the loop
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Ideally, you will save the loop to a file, this is extremely helpful when it comes to repeating your work, 
taking on the next study, or writing the methods section.

Now we have six directories with six abundance files. We'll put these together into organized tables later, 
but first lets take a look at some of the other options for when k-mer counts is not applicable. 

2. Aligning reads to the Genome
This is a very robust method, even in combination with a good reference it can clean up the results 
compared to using a primary transcriptome. For instance, it allows inclusion of spice variants without 
causing problems with ambiguous alignments for reads that map to shared exons. Also, in reality most 
RNAseq will have a lot of reads that properly map to intergenic regions, be they from DNA 
contamination, unannotated genes, rRNA, or less-than perfect transcriptional regulation. That and reads 
from introns that have not yet been spliced. Including the genomic background in the reference allows 
reads to find their best mapping and doesn't bias these towards the next-closest gene. This all comes at a 
cost of run time, but in the worst case it comes down to the computers time vs your time trying to interpret
the data later. 

Recent developments in indexing have also greatly sped up the alignment stages. In particular Hisat2 
makes a 10-fold gain on speed, while producing highly similar results to its predecessor, TopHat. 

In contrast to k-mer counting with Kallisto, alignment and quantification is a two step process, so we'll 
first align reads with Hisat2, and then count the reads uniquely mapping to each locus with HTSeq.

# make the index
hisat2build Athaliana_167_TAIR9.fa Ath_hisat2_index

# align the reads
hisat2 x Ath_hisat2_index U Col0treatment1.trimmed.fastq \ 
S treatment1.hisat.sam

# quantify the alignments
htseqcount treatment1.hisat.sam \
Athaliana_167_TAIR10.gene_exons.gtf s no \
> treatment1.hisat.htseq
less treatment1.hisat.htseq

For information on the various parameters, check the help function of the individual programs.

If you wanted to use this method, you could run a script with a loop in a very similar way to what we did 
with Kallisto.

3. Aligning reads to the transcriptome of a related species
Sometimes your species of interest hasn't been sequenced, but one that is phylogenetically close has. 
Because de novo transcriptome assemblies can be very hard to work with, cross species alignment can be 
a very appealing option. Bear in mind, you won't get the same resolution between paralogs that you would
have mapping to the actual genome, and the alignment will take much longer.
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We will demo BLAT (BLAST-like Alignment Tool), which falls in between BLAST and a short-read 
aligner like Bowtie2 on the sensitivity vs speed scale.

# Still, on these computers we'll be using a smaller read set

# and convert it to fasta
awk 'NR % 4 == 1 {print ">" $0 } NR % 4 == 2 {print $0}' \
minidata.fastq > minidata.fasta

# now we set up a BLAT database (not required, but faster)
# we will map reads to Brassica rapa transcripts
faToTwoBit Brapa_primaryTranscripts.fa Brapa.2bit

# run blat (with 6frame translation)
blat Brapa.2bit minidata.fasta out=blast8 q=dnax t=dnax \
treatment1Brapa.tsv

# count up the results
# count_blat.py is a miniscript to count the 
# best blat/blast hits to each target sequence. 
./count_blat.py i treatment1Brapa.tsv > treatment1Brapa.counts

4. de Novo transcriptome assembly
If you have the first sequencing data for a species, and cross species alignment isn't sufficient you can try 
de novo assembly. This makes sense when, for instance, you are interested in novel genes for your species,
when the next closest species is dozens of millions of years of evolution away, or when you are interested 
in the sequences themselves for anything from primer design to evolutionary analyses).

The leading current de novo assembly options for transcriptomes (and genomes) work with a de Bruijn 
graph. That is, they have nodes, or k-mers, with the sequence data. and they have edges connecting them. 
This allows for a much smaller way to look for shared regions between reads than say all-on-all 
comparisons. But it still needs a lot of RAM and makes sub-optimal use of the read information. 
Therefore, make sure to run a thorough quality control once you are done, that all key genes of interest are
present, that you have a sufficient number of genes that are full length, and that you filter out contigs 
coming from, for instance, biotrophic fungi or insects. 

# We'll run a de novo assembly of the subsetted data with Trinity
Trinity seqType fq single minidata.fastq max_memory 1G
less trinity_out_dir/Trinity.fasta

# early quality control
./count_fasta.pl trinity_out_dir/Trinity.fasta

If you are planning to run a de novo assembly you should definitely use paired-end, stranded 
sequencing. This gives you a lot more information to work with . If you had paired-end, stranded Illumina
data you would run Trinity with something like the following the parameters.
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# left my_reads_1.fq right my_reads_2.fq 
# seqType fq SS_lib_type RF

Genome assembly and annotation

Biological data extraction
Now, we use R in earnest. Rstudio will let us see what is happening immediately when we do it, so it is a 
good environment for beginners. We begin by getting our data from the kallisto results into a data.frame in
R. Open a GUI which allows you to see the datastructure – all results are in folders with different names, 
but the files themselves all have the same name.

NOTE

During preparation of this workshop, the total amount of R code became excessive for the schedule, so 
we'll be using a different paradigm than we did with the bash scripts. You don't have to retype 
everything, just open the script musings.R in Rstudio. It is then your responsibility to go through it 
slowly and make sure you understand what you are doing. We would recommend, for every section to 
make sure you have understood it, that you vary something(s). Look at a different column, change the 
plot color, etc... 

import

# we'll start with the mock1 results, as an example
first <- read.delim("mock1/abundance.tsv")
# and look at the first lines of the resulting data.frame
head(first)
# and check the dimensions, we expect one row per gene, and 5 columns
dim(first)
# we need new names, so that we know est_counts and tpm are from mock1
colnames(first)[4:5] <- c("mock1_estcounts", "mock1_tpm")
head(first)
# OK, for the second file, mock2, we'll do the same
second <- read.delim("mock2/abundance.tsv")
# we again need new names, so that we know est_counts and tpm are from mock2
colnames(second)[4:5] <- c("mock2_estcounts", "mock2_tpm")
# and look at the first lines of the resulting data.frame
head(second)
# some of the columns (length, eff_length) we only need once
# so we'll keep just the IDs (for merging) and the abundance 
second <- second[,c(1,4,5)]
# and look again!
head(second)
# now we need to merge the tables, we'll store merged results in a 
# data.frame called 'dfr'
dfr <- merge(first, second, by="target_id", all.x=T)
# merge combines the first two arguments by the column with the name
# specified with the 'by'. Setting all.x=TRUE makes
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# sure that the original data.frame stays complete
head(dfr)

# now onto 'mock3', but we don't want to retype this every time
# so we'll change a few things, 1st we'll save the sample_name
# so we can type it once and use it more
sample_name <- 'mock3'
# for instance, we can use the sample_name to enter the file name
paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv")
# and now actually import the file
newfile <- read.delim(paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv"))
head(newfile)

# 2nd, the code above is 'hidden-bug prone', imagine (or test) what happens if
# we'd run these two lines from above out of order, or we'd run them twice
# ---
# colnames(second)[4:5] <- c("mock2_estcounts", "mock2_tpm")
# second <- second[,c(1,4,5)]
# ---
# so we'll use a more robust version from now on
# we'll subset the table by name instead of number
newfile <- newfile[, c('target_id', 'est_counts', 'tpm')]
# we'll check the old names when renaming the columns
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "est_counts"] <- paste0(sample_name,
                                                            "_estcounts")
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "tpm"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_tpm")
# merging remains the same
dfr <- merge(dfr, newfile, by="target_id", all.x=T)
head(dfr)

# for the remaining three samples all we have to do is change the sample name
sample_name <- 'treatment1'
newfile <- read.delim(paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv"))
newfile <- newfile[, c('target_id', 'est_counts', 'tpm')]
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "est_counts"] <- paste0(sample_name,
                                                            "_estcounts")
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "tpm"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_tpm")
dfr <- merge(dfr, newfile, by="target_id", all.x=T)

sample_name <- 'treatment2'
newfile <- read.delim(paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv"))
newfile <- newfile[, c('target_id', 'est_counts', 'tpm')]
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "est_counts"] <- paste0(sample_name,
                                                            "_estcounts")
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "tpm"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_tpm")
dfr <- merge(dfr, newfile, by="target_id", all.x=T)

sample_name <- 'treatment3'
newfile <- read.delim(paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv"))
newfile <- newfile[, c('target_id', 'est_counts', 'tpm')]
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "est_counts"] <- paste0(sample_name,
                                                            "_estcounts")
colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "tpm"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_tpm")
dfr <- merge(dfr, newfile, by="target_id", all.x=T)
# and we look at the result
head(dfr)
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# now some ordering of the result
# we are going to use the function 'grep' for this, which is
# a search function that returns the index(es) where a pattern was found.
# syntax: grep(pattern_to_look_for, item_to_search_in)
grep('target', colnames(dfr))
grep('tpm', colnames(dfr))
grep('unicorn', colnames(dfr))
# we want the columns with general information
new_order <- c(grep('id|length', colnames(dfr)), 
               # followed by the columns with 'estcounts'
               grep('estcounts', colnames(dfr)),
               # followed by the columns with 'tpm'
               grep('tpm', colnames(dfr)))
# double check that was the order we wanted
new_order
colnames(dfr)[new_order]
# and now change the table
dfr <- dfr[, new_order] 
head(dfr)
dim(dfr)
# if it's easier for you, remember you could have done this more manually
# dfr <- dfr[, c(1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15)]
# now export the table in biologist readable format
write.table(dfr,file="mothertableV1.txt", row.names=F, sep="\t",quote=F)

### importing data 2 ###

# that was fun, and you want to do it again, right?
# OK, technically you can skip this part, your data is imported. 
# If, however, you want to import dozens or hundreds of samples, 
# you will want to use loops. This example should return the
# exact same result as above.

# find and save names of files to import
files <- list.files(pattern="^mock[1-3]$|^treatment[1-3]$")
# the first one gets special handling, since we want to keep the 'length'
# related columns
sample_name <- files[1]
dfr <- read.delim(paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv"))
colnames(dfr)[names(dfr) == "est_counts"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_estcounts")
colnames(dfr)[names(dfr) == "tpm"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_tpm")
# then we run the code in the block for all but the first file
for (sample_name in files[-1]){  
  newfile <- read.delim(paste0(sample_name, "/abundance.tsv"))
  newfile <- newfile[, c('target_id', 'est_counts', 'tpm')]
  colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "est_counts"] <- paste0(sample_name,
                                                              "_estcounts")
  colnames(newfile)[names(newfile) == "tpm"] <- paste0(sample_name, "_tpm")
  dfr <- merge(dfr, newfile, by="target_id", all.x=T)
}  # the right squigly bracket closes our loop
new_order <- c(grep('id|length', colnames(dfr)), 
               grep('estcounts', colnames(dfr)),
               grep('tpm', colnames(dfr)))
dfr <- dfr[, new_order] 

# the loop makes for less code that is easier to modify and maintain
# but it's more criptic at first, for your projects, it's your call!
# we will be emphasizing basic and readable for the workshop
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# one last setup item, we will occasionally need not the transcript but the 
# gene IDs. The gene (locus) ID is simply the first nine characters of an AGI
locus <- substr(dfr$target_id, 1, 9)
dfr <- cbind(locus, dfr)

The results from both methods are identical. This first step by step method is more to write, but safe for 
beginners since you can change the names by hand. The loop is more challenging to produce but certainly 
faster to write. We will use the laborious way for the rest of the training course.

Basic data.frame / matrix calculations 
Before we do high level analyses, let’s calculate means for the replicates and fold-changes.

# let's add convenience columns with averages and fold changes
# R has a built in function 'rowMeans'
# all we need to do is pass this what we want to take the means of
mock_tpm <- dfr[, grep('mock._tpm', colnames(dfr))]  # '.' is a wildcard
dfr$mean_mock <- rowMeans(mock_tpm)
head(dfr) # check your work
# and again for 'treatment'
treatment_tpm <- dfr[, grep('treatment._tpm', colnames(dfr))]
dfr$mean_treatment <- rowMeans(treatment_tpm)
ead(dfr)

# OK, what if we want to calculate something that isn't built into R?
# like log2 fold change?
# we can write our own function
log2FC <- function(denominator, numerator){
 log2((numerator + 1) / (denominator + 1))  # +1 so we don't divide by 0!
}
# always sanity check your functions / code! 
log2FC(40, 80) # test where the ~ answer is obvious
log2FC(dfr[1,"mean_mock"], dfr[1,"mean_treatment"]) # test on our data
# then we apply our function to our data
# in a way 'apply' is a distant cousin of 'fill' in Excel, syntax:
# apply(data, 1, some_function) # fill down
# apply(data, 2, some_function) # fill across
# apply(data, c(1, 2), some_function) # fill down and across
dfr$log2FC <- apply(dfr[, c("mean_mock","mean_treatment")], 
 1, function(x) log2FC(x[1], x[2]))
# and look at the result
head(dfr)
# we can store the data in biologist readable format by using write.table
write.table(dfr,file="mothertableV2.txt", row.names=F, sep="\t",quote=F)
# and we can store the data as an R object
save(dfr,file="mothertableV2.Rda")

# we've accumulated some variables, it's clean up time
ls()  # or look under the 'Environment' tab
# remove variables we won't need any more
remove(new_order, newfile, sample_name, first, second, 
       files, mock_tpm, treatment_tpm, locus)
ls()

PCA and HCL
Before we start, let’s think about what to expect. We have an experiment with a single factor, the 
treatment. So when we look at how the samples group together, how many groups with information do we 
expect? Yes, right, only one. So for our principal component analysis we expect that we have one 
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dimension reflecting the treatment variation. As we have no other variables, the other dimensions of the 
PCA should show “noise” or biological variation due to random variables outside of our control. Ideally, 
we want to see the treatment variation in the first dimension (meaning most of the variation is due to 
treatment) and the noise based variation should occupy the lower dimensions.

Now we start with our first analysis. We ask whether the replicates are more similar to each other than the 
samples. To that we use principal component analysis and hierarchical clustering of the samples.

## PCA
# we need a few plotting-related libraries we have not used before
library(ggrepel)
library(cowplot)
# we need the normalized data for this analysis, the columns with tpm
for_clust <- dfr[, grep('tpm', colnames(dfr))]
head(for_clust)
# we'll filter to leave only, more abundant, always-above-0 genes
for_clust <- for_clust[apply(for_clust, 1, max) > 100, ]
for_clust <- for_clust[apply(for_clust, 1, min) > 0, ]
# and log2 transform
for_clust <- log2(for_clust)
# the prcomp (PCA) function assumes samples are in rows, and genes columns
# so we will transpose our data
for_clust <- t(for_clust)
# and we will scale it (z-score: mean center, and divide by standard deviation)
for_clust <- scale(for_clust)
# now we can do the PCA
pca <- prcomp(for_clust)
# and look at the outcome
s <- summary(pca)
s
# in row two, we see the 1st PC explains about 55% of the variance
# let's make a plot! As with most things in R, there's many ways to plot, 
# we'll be using the package 'ggplot2', it has some overhead, but it's
# faster to make a publication-quality plot in.
# first we extract the values we need for the plot from the pca object
scores <- as.data.frame(pca$x)
# now we add a column indicating what is mock and what is treatment. 
scores$treatment <- rep(c('mock', 'treatment'), each=3) 
# and we look if you data.frame is as expected
scores

# now we produce the figure with ggplot
# look at the beginning of the course or on the cheatsheet to figure out
# what the different lines mean
# the line labs() is difficult to understand, it is a fancy way to directly
# get the percentages in the plot without looking them up and writing them in

pca12 <- ggplot(data=scores,aes(x = PC1, y = PC2)) +
  theme_bw() +
  geom_point(aes(color=treatment), size=2.5) +
  geom_text_repel(aes(label=treatment),size=3) +
  labs(x = paste0("PCA1 (", s$importance[2,1] * 100, "%)"), 
       y = paste0("PCA2 (", s$importance[2,2] * 100, "%)")) +
  ggtitle("PCA")+
  theme(legend.position="none")
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# with the next line we have RStudio show us the figure
pca12

# <<< challenge assignments >>> #
# 1. modify the above plot to compare PC1 with PC3
# 2. comment out elements, to see what each does
# 3. use the cheatsheet, google and your intuition to replace
#    the individual labels with a joint legend

# save as pdf
pdf("PCA.pdf", height=4, width=4)
  print(pca12)  # 'print' only important in non-interactive use
dev.off()
# clean up
remove(pca, pca12, scores, s)

## Hierarchical Clustering
# Another nice overview plot is a heatmap of hierarchical clustering.
# we'll be using the same data as for the PCA
head(for_clust)
# before our hierarchical clustering, we need to decide on a distance metric
# type ?dist to find out which methods are available 
dist(for_clust, method="euclidean")
# more commonly we invert a correlation method, like Pearson or Spearman (?cor)
as.dist(1 - cor(t(for_clust), method='spearman'))
# did you notice that we had to transpose the data for 'cor'?
# no, this isn't intuitive. R, is a conglomeration of a language, written by
# many different people. Some people like different defaults. Use the help
# functions, use google, find examples, keep track of how you did it last time,
# check as you go, so bugs don't propogate, hang in there.

# and we cluster, again type ?hclust to see other methods of clustering
samp_dist <- as.dist(1 - cor(t(for_clust), method='spearman'))
gene_dist <- as.dist(1 - cor(for_clust, method='pearson'))
hierarchy_samples <- hclust(samp_dist, method="complete")
hierarchy_genes <- hclust(gene_dist, method="complete")
# now our information is ready, but we cannot see it
# first we'll set up a color gradient function
blueyellow = colorRampPalette(c('blue', 'black', 'yellow'))
# now let's make the heatmap
heatmap(for_clust, 
        Rowv=as.dendrogram(hierarchy_samples), 
        Colv=as.dendrogram(hierarchy_genes),
        labCol=NA,
        col=blueyellow(40),
        mar=c(4, 10))
# we'll save the image with a nifty one-liner
dev.copy2eps(file='sampleclustering.eps')
# cleanup
remove(blueyellow, for_clust, gene_dist, samp_dist, hierarchy_genes,
       hierarchy_samples)

When you inspect the dendrograms, you see that the Pearson clustering looks as excepted while the 
Euclidean clusters do not look perfect. One mock sample is very different from the rest. This reflects what 
we saw in the PCA already, one mock sample is far away from the rest. This behavior is typical for PCA 
and HCL for samples, the interpretation of both is frequently similar.
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Differential expression
One of the most typical questions for an RNA-seq analysis is what is different between two samples? To 
answer that question we use edgeR. There is some debate about which tool is the best to detect differential
expression. Other possibilities are deseq2, sleuth, cufflinks. Most meta analysis papers agree on cufflinks 
being less suitable, sleuth is very new with independent analyses mostly lacking. For deseq2 and edgeR is 
the answer “it depends”. The script shows edgeR.

# we'll be using the edgeR library, another popular option is DESeq2
# as always, we need a library for that
library(edgeR)
# as hopefully we've stopped to tell you by now, statistics for RNAseq shoud
# be run with the raw count values. Let's get them out of 'dfr'
counts <- dfr[, grep('estcounts', colnames(dfr))]
# we make sure, that our data.frame has rownames, so that edgeR keeps them
row.names(counts) <- dfr$target_id
head(counts)
# now we tell edgeR where the replicates are
group <- rep(c('mock', 'treatment'), each=3)
group <- factor(group, levels=unique(group))  # the levels part is optional
# just a trick to keep the original sorting. 
# Convenient when comparing e.g. 'ABA' to 'Control'
group

# edgeR makes an object it can understand
y <- DGEList(counts=counts,group=group)
# it is not clear if you need to normalize
# it is only necessary if you have large changes in one sample which skew 
# the results. If unnecessary, comment it out.
y <- calcNormFactors(y)
# the next two steps measure the variance in a way and are critical
y <- estimateCommonDisp(y, verbose=TRUE)
y <- estimateTagwiseDisp(y)
# finally, the statistical test!
et <- exactTest(y)
# this extracts the data into a new object
treatment.vs.mock <- topTags(et, n=Inf)
# convert to easy-to-handle data.frame
treatment.vs.mock <- as.data.frame(treatment.vs.mock)
# count significant genes (e.g.)
table(treatment.vs.mock$FDR < 0.01)
# another look at the data.frame
head(treatment.vs.mock)

# <<< challenge excercises >>> #
# 1. compare the logFC edgeR calculated to that which we did
# 2. where does the difference comes from? (it's in the edgeR manual)

# now we transfer the result to our compilation data.frame 'dfr'
# actually, all we really want is the 'false discovery rate' AKA 'q_value'
treatment.vs.mock <- treatment.vs.mock[, 'FDR', drop=F]
dfr <- merge(dfr, treatment.vs.mock, by.x="target_id", by.y="row.names",
             all.x=T)

#and rename the multi-hypothesis corrected values
names(dfr)[names(dfr) =="FDR"] <- "treatment.vs.mock_q_value"

#and some clean-up 
remove(counts, y, et, group, treatment.vs.mock)
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## Volcano Plot
# With this, we have the information about differential expression in the table.
# Now we can make a figure to visualize the result. One typical method is a 
# volcano plot.

# we have to store the information about significance for coloring our plot
dfr[dfr$treatment.vs.mock_q_value < 0.01, "treatment.vs.mock_significant"] <- T
dfr[dfr$treatment.vs.mock_q_value >= 0.01, "treatment.vs.mock_significant"] <- F
# and make a volcano plot using ggplot2
treatment.vs.mock <- ggplot(data=dfr, aes(x=log2FC, 
 y=-log10(treatment.vs.mock_q_value),
 color=treatment.vs.mock_significant)) +
 geom_point(size=1, shape=20) +
 scale_color_manual(values = c("FALSE"="black", "TRUE"="red")) +
 geom_text_repel(data=subset(dfr, (-log10(dfr$treatment.vs.mock_q_value)>25)),
 aes(log2FC,-log10(treatment.vs.mock_q_value),
 label=target_id), color="black",size=2.5)+
 xlab("log2 fold change") + ylab("-log10 p-value")+
 theme(legend.position="none")
treatment.vs.mock
# go through line by line and see if you understand what is plotted
# you can also make separate plots with the first two lines, the first three 
# lines, etc. to see what each line is actually doing and how it might work

# save the plot
pdf("volcano_plot.pdf", height = 4, width = 4)
  treatment.vs.mock
dev.off()

# clean up
remove(treatment.vs.mock)

GO term enrichment
We have about 3.5k significantly changed genes, too many to go through by hand quickly. We now check 
if some functional categories are overrepresented. The idea behind this is as follows:
we have 3.5k genes changed of 28k genes in the genome, or 12.5%. When we now look through the 
categories, they should all have 12.5% of their members changed if the changes were random. The 
statistics check whether the difference from 12.5% we see is significant. To do so, we use the package 
TopGO.
This analysis looks at the significantly different genes.
The biggest impediment to the use of TopGO will be to have the gene to GO term assignment in the way 
the package wants it. To this end, look at the file Athid2go.map in the folder. This is one way the package 
accepts. If you have a different species and a different way of GO term annotation, you need to reformat 
the file to match this one (can be done in R, but will be different for each case).

#as always, we need a library for that
library(topGO)

# this reads in the GO annotation file
# you will need an equivalent file for your species!
geneID2GO_Ath <- readMappings("Athid2go.map")
head(geneID2GO_Ath)
# we first prepare a factor for all genes indicating whether genes were
# upregulated '1' or not '0'
up_or_not <- factor(as.integer(dfr["log2FC"] > 0 &
                    dfr["treatment.vs.mock_q_value"] < 0.01))
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# we want to give this list gene names that exactly match those in 'Athidgo.map'
names(up_or_not) <- dfr$locus # attach gene IDs
# check
head(up_or_not)
table(up_or_not)

# we save the prepared information in an object topGO understands
# we'll focus on the ontology 'BP' biological process.
# the factor marking upregulated genes goes in at allGenes
# the annotation and it's type go in at gene2GO and annot, respectively.
GOdata_sig <- new("topGOdata",
                  description = "treatment.vs.mock_up",
                  ontology = "BP",
                  allGenes = up_or_not,
                  nodeSize = 10,
                  annot = annFUN.gene2GO,
                  gene2GO = geneID2GO_Ath)

# now we need to do the statistical test, classic Fishers Exact Test is chosen
resultsGOfisher <- runTest(GOdata_sig, algorithm = "classic", 
                           statistic = "fisher")

# this extracts a sorted, summary table
tableGOresults <- GenTable(GOdata_sig, 
 classicFisher=resultsGOfisher, 
 topNodes=length(resultsGOfisher  @  score))
# the P-value is in the column 'classicFisher'. We will also calculate 
# the q_value.
tableGOresults$q_value <- p.adjust(tableGOresults$classicFisher, method='BY')
# BY is a different method for calculating FDR, that's more 
# dependency tollerant.

# filter to significant
tableGOresults <- tableGOresults[tableGOresults$q_value < 0.05, ]

# people always ask which genes are behind the GO terms
# topGO provides a function to find them
genesInTerm(GOdata_sig, 'GO:0044710')
# now let's run this for all our top terms, broken down by whether they 
# were significantly up or not
# we pre-cache a character vector of the significant gene IDs
sig_genes <- dfr$locus[dfr["log2FC"] > 0 & 
                       dfr["treatment.vs.mock_q_value"] < 0.01]
# we'll save a mini-function to get and organize the IDs
genes_in_term_by_sig <- function(ontology, whichGO, sig_genes){
  all_ids <- genesInTerm(ontology, whichGO)[[1]]
  # break up by significance
  by_sig_ids <- split(all_ids, all_ids %in% sig_genes) 
  # vector to comma-separated string 
  by_sig_ids <- sapply(by_sig_ids, paste, collapse=',')  
  names(by_sig_ids) <- c('ns_ids', 'sig_ids')  # set names
  return(by_sig_ids)
}

# test the function
genes_in_term_by_sig(GOdata_sig, 'GO:0044710', sig_genes)
# use the function
tableGOresults <- cbind(tableGOresults, 
                     t(sapply(tableGOresults$GO.ID,
                              function(x) genes_in_term_by_sig(GOdata_sig, x,
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                                                                sig_genes))))
tail(tableGOresults)  # tail only because the gene lists were shorter

# our final steps are to export the table in biologist readable format
write.table(tableGOresults, file="GO_treatment_vs_mock_up_Fisher.txt", 
            sep="\t", row.names=FALSE)
# and to export a graphical representation
# if you want to see more GO terms than 20, change firstSigNodes
printGraph(GOdata_sig, resultsGOfisher, firstSigNodes = 20, 
           fn.prefix = "GO_treatment_vs_mock_up", useInfo = "all", 
            pdfSW = TRUE)

# <<< challenge assignments >>> #
# 1. perform GO enrichment on downregulated genes

# clean up
remove(geneID2GO_Ath, GOdata_sig, resultsGOfisher, sig_genes, tableGOresults,
       up_or_not)

GO term lists are notoriously difficult to show in nice figures and also difficult to interpret. 
Generally, you want many similar terms up to be convinced something is real. Revigo (online tool) can 
help you to summarize the GO terms but essentially you need your biologist knowledge to understand 
them.

We chose a rather simple example. Among the terms enriched in the upregulated genes you can 
always observe the words defense and immune. You have to know that systemic acquired resistance also 
refers to the immune system, as does response to biotic stimulus. Clearly, the treatment induces the 
defense response.

Among the enriched terms in down-regulated genes appears photosynthesis, which occurs in the 
plastid, and involves glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, pigments and NADP. So clearly, although the names 
are different, what they describe is similar. There is no way but simply knowing this. There are thousands 
of GO terms described. The figures which were also produced are sometimes helpful. The GO terms 
connected by lines are the ones defined as in parent:daughter relationships.

MapMan
Mapman is an alternative way of looking at the overall patterns. Usually, you load all genes with 

their fold-changes, not just the significant ones. In a perfect world, Mapman and GO should give you 
similar results. One caveat is that the annotation behind GO and Mapman was made by different people 
and therefore different areas of plant biology are covered differently.

Before starting with MapMan we will be making use of the size of the class to install MapMan in 
parallel on all course computers. MapMan’s provided install script is already in Documents/RNAdata, run 
this with java, and follow the instructions of the installation wizard. 

java jar MapManInst3_6_0RC1.jar

We only need to export our fold-change table from R. Again, we have to make sure that our gene 
identifiers match the ones used in the Mapman tool.

Open Mapman, click on mappings and look at the Ath_AGI mapping. Click on until you see AGI 
codes and observe how they are formatted – again, no transcript suffix, only the locus.
Back to R.

# now we make a data.frame with the data required for Mapman loading
# if you have more fold-changes, you can load more than one
forMapman <- dfr[,c("locus","log2FC")]
head(forMapman)
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# now we export the data.frame in biologist and mapman readable format
write.table(forMapman,file="forMapmanloading.txt", quote=F, sep="\t",
            row.names=F)
remove(forMapman)

Now back to Mapman. Right click on Experiments, choose add data. Select your exported table 
named forMapmanloading.txt. Now you can choose if there is a header (yes!), whether you have decimal 
point or decimal comma, and so on and so forth. The default works for us. Click okay

Now click on Pathways, on Overview and choose Metabolism_overview by double click.
You will have to choose a mapping; we use Ath_AGI. Click okay.

If nothing is displayed, click on your file shown in Experiments. I always change the color code to
+red and-blue and the scale to whatever fits my dataset (for this one I’d use 3).

Clearly, photosynthesis, the CBB cycle and photorespiration are down. If you would like to test 
that statistically, Mapman does that for you. Look at the stuff below the figure and pull it up. You will see 
the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test scores. Correct the p-values for multiple hypothesis testing and sort the table
by probability. Some of the significantly changed pathways we can see, most are not displayed. Look at 
the other options for visualization to see, if anyone fits your needs.

You can make your own pathway figures and map the Mapman bins onto them. Refer to the 
Mapman manual for that!

Adding information from public data sources
Combining information from multiple sources is often helpful, or even necessary to fully 

understand one's results. This becomes harder to write a standardized protocol for, however, as one 
researcher might simply be interested in including the TAIR annotation with their “mother table” for ease 
of  looking through the gene descriptions, and another might be interested in knowing whether there's a 
significant overlap between their study and a particular paper. That said, there is frequently a similar line 
of attack. First, get the desired comparative data in an organized format such as a list of gene IDs or a 
table (csv/tsv/xls) with gene IDs and associated values. Second, make sure the gene IDs are comparable 
(are they from the same genome/annotation release, do you have transcript IDs when you wanted gene 
IDs, are they both upper/lower case). Third, combine data with yours (e.g. merge). Finally, in many cases 
you will visually and statistically evaluate whether there is a overlap or correlation between the studies. 

Example 1, including gene descriptions from TAIR. 
First step first, we need to get the descriptions, and not by copying them one by one from the 

website. Most biological databases have a bulk download page if you look, and TAIR is on the easy side. 
From arabidopsis.org you simply need to go to Download:Genes, select the annotation (TAIR10), and you 
already have a list of what is available for download. We'll take “TAIR10_functional_descriptions“, which
is a tab-separated text file. Save, copy or move this file to ~/Documents/RNAdata/ for ease of access. The 
ID format matches, so adding the descriptions to our major data.frame in R is very simple.

### TAIR annotations
# import the tair annotations
tair.anno <- read.delim('TAIR10_functional_descriptions')
# merge with main table
dfr.anno <- merge(x=dfr, y=tair.anno, by.x='target_id', by.y='Model_name',
                  all.x=TRUE)
# we can now search these descriptions
i.pathogen <- grep('pathogen', dfr.anno$Computational_description,
                   ignore.case=T) 
i.pathogen  # list of indexes with 'pathogen' in description
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# look at first hit
dfr.anno[i.pathogen[1], ]

Example 2, including MapMan annotations

Frequently you want to have more flexibility working with a dataset than is possible with the provided 
GUI programs. We'll now import the MapMan annotations into R, and look briefly at what else one could 
do with them. For a handful of plant species, MapMan annotations are provided in the 'store' at 
http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapmanstore. More commonly, they can be created for a species 
using the Mercator webtool  http://www.plabipd.de/portal/mercator-sequence-annotation. Assigning 
MapMan annotations with Mercator normally runs in less than 15min and avoids any annotation version 
trouble. For today, the results are provided in the file mapmanTAIR10.txt.

### MapMan annotations
library('reshape2') # this library gives us the 'melt' function
# basically, makes preparing data for ggplot2 easier
# import 
mapman <- read.delim('mapmanTAIR10.txt')
head(mapman)
# we can remove the quotations now
mapman <- data.frame(apply(mapman, c(1,2), function(x) gsub("'", '', x)))
# Hmmm, this time the IDs don't match, clean up time!
# in the 'dfr' table we can use the locus ID in uppercase
head(dfr$locus)
# in the MapMan data we have gene IDs in lowercase 
head(mapman$IDENTIFIER)
# changing to upper case is easy
mapman$IDENTIFIER <- toupper(mapman$IDENTIFIER)
# then we merge the tables
dfr.mapman <- merge(x=dfr, y=mapman, by.x='locus',
                    by.y='IDENTIFIER', all.x=TRUE)

##  Now we can look at the fold change of differentially 
##  expressed transcription factors
dfr.mapman.sig <- dfr.mapman[dfr.mapman$treatment.vs.mock_significant, ]
i.TFs <- grep('^RNA.regulation of transcription', dfr.mapman.sig$NAME)
head(dfr.mapman.sig[i.TFs, c('log2FC','NAME')])

## or we can visualize redox response ##
i.redox <- grep('^redox', dfr.mapman.sig$NAME)
# get significant redox gene tpm
to_plot <- dfr.mapman.sig[i.redox, grep('tpm',colnames(dfr.mapman.sig))] 
colnames(to_plot) <- gsub('_tpm', '', colnames(to_plot)) # fix names
to_plot <- to_plot[apply(to_plot, 1, max) > 100,]  # filter to reduce noise
# transform to Z-score (mean center, divide by standard deviation)
to_plot <- t(scale(t(to_plot)))
head(to_plot)
# melt, helps us prepare data for ggplot2
to_plot <- melt(to_plot)
head(to_plot)
# now more remain, just for our own organization this time
colnames(to_plot) <- c('gene_index', 'replicate', 'z.score')
redox.plot <- ggplot(data=to_plot, aes(x=replicate, y=z.score, 
group=gene_index)) +
  geom_line()
redox.plot
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dev.copy2eps(file='redox.eps', width=6, height=4)
# notice anything interesting about the replicates?

# <<< challenge assignment >>> #
# 1. we could have imported the mapman table and removed quotes in
#    one step. Do so (hint ?read.delim).
# 2. Take a careful look at the results and original file, and 
#    and try and troubleshoot what went wrong.

You can, of course, automate a Fisher's exact test or Wilcoxon test for every category in R, visualize many
samples at once by different bin levels, or whatever suits your purposes. 

Example 3. Special list - from a review paper
Frequently, whole genome annotations have not been updated with the very latest information or 

you are interested in a more obscure list, so you want to compare data with another paper directly. This 
often makes the first step of getting the data in an organized table harder. Let's look at the review paper 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11427-016-0048-4 “Diverse roles of SERK family genes in 
plant growth, development and defense response”. In table 1, it has a list of SERK interacting genes, 
which we might be interested in, but they are only available in pdf format.  There are many ways to 
approach this. You can for instance copy the whole table, and clean up any formatting issues by hand. 
Often you can get the formatting to work by pasting it into either a spreadsheet program or a text file. 
However,  as we've worked with A. thaliana a lot before, we already had a handy script to find all of the 
AGIs out of a text file and will use this. 

First, copy all of table1 (or even the whole paper) into a text file and save it as serk_interacting.txt

# now run the following in bash
./agi_finder.py i serk_interacting.txt > serk_interacting.agi
less serk_interacting.agi

For today, we only needed the AGIs and not the additional information, so this will do. 

### Special lists
# moving back to R, import the data
serk <- read.csv('serk_interacting.agi', header=F)
# make another copy of the main table
dfr.serk <- dfr
# setup a TRUE/FALSE column for SERK interaction
dfr.serk$serk_interacting <- FALSE 
dfr.serk$serk_interacting[dfr.serk$locus %in% serk[,1]] <- TRUE 
# this makes for easy subsetting (if not strictly necessary for this example)
# visualize, for example, the logFC of SERK interacting genes.
to_plot <- dfr.serk[dfr.serk$serk_interacting, 'log2FC', drop=F]
px <- ggplot(to_plot, aes(log2FC)) +
  geom_histogram(binwidth = 0.5) +
  xlim(-max(abs(to_plot)), max(abs(to_plot)))
px

# hmm, it looks like these genes are upregulated 
# more often than not, let's test it
wilcox.test(dfr.serk$log2FC ~ dfr.serk$serk_interacting)
# looks like there's a difference, whether something like this 
# is interesting or not will depend heavily
# on the biological knowledge you're bringing in to the question.
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# clean up time
remove(dfr.anno, dfr.mapman.sig, dfr.serk, mapman, tair.anno, serk, to_plot,
       i.pathogen, i.redox, i.TFs)

OK, we'll never be able to cover all possible comparative data and data formats you might want to
look at, but hopefully you have some ideas on where to start now. Take a look around, if you are ahead of 
your neighbors this would be a great time to try importing contextual data you would actually be 
interested in for your studies.

Clustering

library(RColorBrewer)
# We've looked at a couple of clustering methods already (PCA, Hierarchical)
# Now we'll look at k-means. 
# Advantages: fast
# It depends: favors even cluster sizes
# Challenges: user-defined 'k' for number of clusters, non-deterministic

# This only makes sense on a somewhat larger dataset
to_cluster <- read.csv('to_cluster.csv', row.names=1)
head(to_cluster)
dim(to_cluster)
# with a larger dataset like this, it's often appropriate to average 
# replicates before clustering
groups <- factor(gsub('\\.[1-9]','',colnames(to_cluster)))
mean_to_cluster <- sapply(levels(groups), function(x)
                          rowMeans(to_cluster[,which(groups == x)]))
head(mean_to_cluster) # we'll need new column names now
colnames(mean_to_cluster) <- levels(groups)

# filter, log transform, and convert to z-scores, much like we've done before
sub_to_cluster <- mean_to_cluster[apply(mean_to_cluster, 1, 
                                        function(x) min(x) > 0 & max(x) > 50), ]

sub_to_cluster <- log2(sub_to_cluster)
sub_to_cluster <- t(scale(t(sub_to_cluster)))
# check
head(sub_to_cluster)
dim(sub_to_cluster)
# run kmeans
km <- kmeans(sub_to_cluster, 8)
str(km) # take a look at the kmeans object
km$centers # these are the 'center' of each produced cluster
head(km$cluster) # which cluster each gene is in
km$tot.withinss # summed up sum-of-squares between each gene and cluster center
?kmeans # more information (particularly under Value)

# OK, so far so good, but why 8 clusters? Let's choose more carefully
# we can use tot.withinss as a quality measure, and just try different values
k_to_test <- 2:42
km_k2up <- sapply(k_to_test, function(x) kmeans(sub_to_cluster, x,
                                                 nstart=3)$tot.withinss)
# we'll already start getting ready for visualization
to_plot <- data.frame(ss=km_k2up, k=k_to_test, run='real') 
# Now we'll want negative controls, which shouldn't cluster well
n_negative_controls <- 7
for (i in 1:n_negative_controls){
 scrambled_to_cluster <- t(apply(sub_to_cluster, 1, sample))
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 km_k2tok24negative <- sapply(k_to_test, 
                      function(x) kmeans(scrambled_to_cluster, x)$tot.withinss)
  to_plot <- rbind(to_plot, data.frame(ss=km_k2tok24negative, k=k_to_test,
                   run=paste0('neg', I)))
}
# can you think of a reason that there are more warnings with the 
# scrambled data?
warnings()
# now let's get this ready for visualization
choose.k <- ggplot(data=to_plot, aes(x=k, y=ss, color=run, group=run)) +
  geom_line() +
  geom_point(size=1, shape=20) +
  scale_color_manual(values=brewer.pal(length(unique(to_plot$run)), 'Set1'))
choose.k

# we can either use the 'elbow rule' (peak of the curve is around 8)
# or we can take the maximum difference between real and scrambled data
neg.minus.real <- sapply(paste0('neg', 1:n_negative_controls), 
                         function(x) to_plot$ss[to_plot$run==x])
neg.minus.real <- rowMeans(neg.minus.real) – to_plot$ss[to_plot$run=='real']
neg.minus.real <- data.frame(neg.minus.real, k=k_to_test)

choose.k.by.diff <-ggplot(neg.minus.real, aes(y=neg.minus.real, x=k))+
 geom_bar(stat='identity')
choose.k.by.diff
# and if it's still hard to see where greatest differences is
neg.minus.real[order(neg.minus.real$neg.minus.real, decreasing=T)[1:5],]
# you may notice, if you run this again, that there are slight variations
# we recommend looking at the graphs, as the eye is harder too fool than 
# taking the maximum. Keep in mind there is no 'correct' k, you might choose
# fewer for easier visualization
# or more for identifying gene sets for CRE prediction, or …
# we'll continue with 6, and run the clustering 100 more times, taking the best
km <- kmeans(sub_to_cluster, 6, nstart=100)
# let's get the data from one cluster
a_cluster <- sub_to_cluster[km$cluster==1,]
a_cluster <- melt(a_cluster)
head(a_cluster) # those column names are hard to remember
colnames(a_cluster) <- c('locus', 'sample', 'z.score')

a_cluster.plot <- ggplot(data=a_cluster, aes(x=sample, y=z.score, group=locus))+
  geom_line(alpha=0.1, color='blue3')+
  labs(x='',y='z-score') +
  theme(text = element_text(size=20),
        axis.text.x = element_text(angle=90, vjust=1))

# and now run that for every cluster and save it
cluster.plots <- list()
for (i in 1:6){
  a_cluster <- sub_to_cluster[km$cluster==i,]
  a_cluster <- melt(a_cluster)
  colnames(a_cluster) <- c('locus', 'sample', 'z.score')
  a_cluster.plot <- ggplot(data=a_cluster, aes(x=sample, y=z.score,
                                               group=locus)) +
    geom_line(alpha=0.1, color=brewer.pal(6,'Set1')[i]) +
    labs(x='',y='z-score') +
    theme(text = element_text(size=20),
          axis.text.x = element_text(angle=90, vjust=1)) 
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  cluster.plots[[i]] <- a_cluster.plot
}

pdf("kmeans.pdf")
  print(plot_grid(plotlist=cluster.plots, labels=1:6, ncol = 3, nrow = 2))
dev.off()

heatmaps
We've seen heatmaps at a large scale when displaying the hierarchical clustering above. 

Sometimes however, they are useful just for looking at dozens of genes at once. Let's look at the mapman 
category, stress.biotic.signalling as an example.

# get indices of biotic stress signalling  genes
i.biotic <- grep('stress.biotic.signalling', dfr.mapman$NAME) 
# get tpm subtable for plotting
to_plot <- dfr.mapman[i.biotic, grep('tpm',colnames(dfr.mapman))] 
to_plot <- log2(to_plot + 1)
colnames(to_plot) <- gsub('_tpm','',colnames(to_plot)) 
# the melt function likes names (here AGIs)
to_plot$Name <- dfr.mapman[i.biotic, 'locus'] 
# make a reasonable order 
# (here sorted by mean, but clustering would work too)
to_plot <- to_plot[order(rowMeans(to_plot[,1:6])), ] 
# this will force the plot to keep the current ordering
to_plot$Name <- factor(to_plot$Name, levels=unique(to_plot$Name)) 
# setup data.frame ggplot2 style
x <- melt(to_plot)
colnames(x) <- c('AGI','Replicate','log2') 
# make plot
px <- ggplot(x, aes(Replicate, AGI)) + 
 geom_tile(aes(fill=log2)) + scale_fill_gradient(low='black', high='red') 
# display plot
px

dev.copy2eps(file='biotic_signaling.eps')

Advice for interpretation and writing

Data to Manuscript Transformation

Manuscript types:
1. RNA-seq as one of many experimental approaches

hallmarks: storyline in manuscript is supported by many non-RNAseq experiments
to do: test a specific hypotheses dictated by the story line, usually relatively easy to do

2. RNA-seq as a hypothesis generating tool
hallmarks: no manuscript desired, only candidate genes
to do: statistical analyses to pick the most promising candidates; possibly integration of public 
data to increase resolution

3. RNA-seq as the main source of experiments in a publication
hallmarks: few supporting experiments
to do: everything
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Suggested manuscript set-up
Always, always, always replicate at least three times

The manuscript – a suggestion based on what has worked in the past
before the experiment (i.e. before sample collection and sequencing !):

• define the hypotheses to be tested with the experiment (“I want to look what happens/what 
pathway x is doing” does not count as a hypothesis!)

• check whether the sampling protocol allows the testing of your hypotheses (i.e. are there controls?
is there a dynamic element, i.e. time series, concentration series, mutant series, population, 
suitable for the research question)

• check whether that experiment has been done (or been done in other species, or  with less intense 
sampling, or  with older technology); if so, don’t

• define the proof-of-concept checks, i.e. which genes are known to react (marker genes, available 
for many treatments and mutants)

The constants:
1. Describe the samples which were sequenced: images, physiological data, metabolites, phenotypic 

data related (and unrelated) to the trait of interest. Schematic sampling protocol if the 
experimental set-up was complex, i.e. more than two samples. The more you know about the 
phenotype of your samples, the easier it will be to formulate testable hypotheses and interpret the 
RNA-seq data. (this is usually a main-text figure)

2. A numeric summary of sequencing: reads per replicate, quality parameters, mapping statistics. 
(this is  usually as supplemental table, or in main-text for a lower  impact journal)

3. Graphical summary of major signals in sequencing data.  This is one or more things to 
demonstrate major patterns. (One main-text figure, supplemental for additional)
◦ For example principal component analysis (Do the replicates cluster together? Do the major 

principal components reflect experimental set up?)
◦ Hierarchical clustering of samples (Same questions as above, plus what are dominant 

expression patterns? 
◦ Fold-change plots as volcano plot or histogram with significantly changed genes color-coded 

(Number of significant results reasonable? Degree of change as expected?)

Project specific:
Is there proof-of-concept data, i.e. marker gene changes, pathways known to react to the treatments, 
expectations based on the available literature? If not, congratulations, you are describing a process as a 
first, so everything is new and publication should be easy (or your experimental premises are wrong and 
publication is impossible).

4.   Check if the expectations are met by the data.
Visualize a subset of the expectations, i.e. heatmaps of the marker genes, bar charts of expression changes,
pathway visualization using custom Mapman or VANTED or R or powerpoint.

This part convinces the reviewer, reader and yourself that (i) technical data quality is okay and that (ii) 
biologically, the experiment was set up correctly because it yields expected results.

5. “The new” big number part – usually the most difficult.
This part contains the new information, the information which can only be known if you know the new 
RNA-seq data but cannot be inferred from the literature. Any new insights have to supported by multiple 
genes (!) and have statistical support. If the data contradicts literature-based hypotheses, this part of the 
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manuscript can be focused on updating knowledge and resolving conflicts.  If your hypotheses are 
supported by published data, not supporting them by RNA-seq is unusual. In a second step, the reason for 
the rejection of the hypothesis needs to be investigated. Frequently, rejected hypotheses lead to new 
insights, as they do in lab bench experiments. If all initial hypotheses were supported, the data itself needs 
to yield new insights. To this end, the data needs to be reduced and visualized: enrichment analyses with 
GO terms or Mapman categories (and visualization), comparison to publicly available data followed by 
enrichment analyses of the overlap, clustering (if multiple datapoints, i.e. > 5 are available), heatmap 
visualization of user-defined gene groups may all lead nowhere or to new insights.

Generally, the more hypotheses (supported by literature citations) were generated about the experiment, 
the easier it is to find rejected ones which can be interpreted. The more knowledge you have about your 
trait of interest, the easier it is to spot patterns that do not conform to your expectations (even if you did 
not state a hypothesis). If you think something is weird, it simply does not conform to the hypotheses in 
your head. Then you only need to formalize your expectation as a hypothesis to move forward.

Single genes cannot be used in this part, as they never have proper statistical support (usually hundreds to 
thousands of gene abundances are significantly different, hence single genes canNOT be used at this 
point). The analyses for this part have to be on the pathway/group/category level. Whether you use public, 
i.e. made by other people, groups (i.e. GO terms, Mapman categories, Pfam domains, all of which may or 
may not be sensibly made) or custom made groups (plastid targeted gene products, intramembrane 
proteins, genes known to react to salt if you study drought, evolutionary old genes, green cut genes, genes 
only known in one species but not any other, anything you can come up with) will depend on your 
research topic and experimental set up. 

One major storyline or two to three small ones will work within a single manuscript. Frequently, many 
more storylines are generated, do not yield enough “newness” and never make it into the paper. It is not 
unheard of to produce half a dozen figures supporting one or another storyline which are all discarded. “If 
you haven’t found it yet, keep looking” (Steve Jobs)

5. “The new” the single gene part – usually easy
Generally speaking (based on a few manuscripts accepted and rejected), reviewer and editors will let you 
get away with some speculation about single (significantly changed) genes if you have covered the other 
points beforehand. As a rule of thumb, no more than 10% of the manuscript should be devoted to 
speculation about candidate genes no matter how exciting they are. If you want to spend more time on 
them in the manuscript because you are convinced they are very important to the process, somebody needs
to do additional bench experiments on them to test that hypothesis.

6. the model – optional
If the data supports the development of a conceptual model, your manuscript makes a large step forward. 
This model can take the shape of a metabolic pathway, a regulatory circuit, regulatory modules, a timeline,
anything which summarizes what was set up in points 1 to 5. Not all manuscripts will yield a (new) 
conceptual model, but it helps.

Once the results part is finished, the introduction can be written. It should implicitly or explicitly state the 
hypotheses used for the results. Especially if they are only implicit, a paper is satisfying to read: while 
reading the introduction, the hypotheses form in the reader’s brain, then the results provide the necessary 
tests and results and in the discussion, writer and reader hopefully agree on the interpretation.

A primer on generating hypotheses for a big data experiment
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First question: is the treatment within or outside the ecological niche?
The niche represents all the conditions frequently encountered by the population of the plant species under
investigation. If frequently encountered, it is likely that a response evolved over time that, from a human 
standpoint, looks appropriate. A simple example is stomatal closure during periods of water limitation. 
Experiments within the niche test for components of the response (compatible solutes during drought for 
example) or the structure of the underlying regulatory network (ABA signaling during drought for 
example). Whether or not an experiment will yield enough new data not previously published will depend 
on a thorough literature search before the experiment.

If the treatment is outside of the ecological niche, the resulting “response” may not look appropriate. 
Examples are severe water limitation which the plant will not survive. In this case, the population never 
encountered this condition to a degree that a response evolved, i.e. plants under these conditions died and 
did not reproduce. The ecological niche will be different for different factors in different species 
depending on their evolutionary history. Mutations, almost by definition, are frequently outside the niche. 
In this case, the response may look inappropriate, even paradoxical at times. The most likely reason is that
the plant still processes signals and responds. (Think you reading a written Japanese menu in a Japanese 
restaurant with only Japanese speaking staff in Japan: your brain will process data but your result of the 
processing may not result in you getting the soup you wanted, but a bottle of sake). Experiments of this 
type will not tell you much about the underlying network for the drought trait or “what a plant tries to do” 
but they may reveal reasons for a particular phenotype (in case of mutations) or unexpected networks (in 
extreme drought, you may learn about induction of reproduction or about starvation responses).
Thus “inside or outside?” will help you decide about possible hypotheses.

Second question: what is already known?
Big data generation and analysis has been done for ~20 years now, many traits have thus been studied in 
more or less detail. It is vital to check the literature to find out, if the new experiment is likely to 
contribute new knowledge. Many journal consider it “republication” and therefore not publishable if you 
do something in another species which has already been done, if your results are principally identical or 
even similar. It is critical to check beforehand whether the new experiment goes beyond what was done 
before. Even a twenty timepoint series will not be considered “new” if there is a five timepoint series in a 
different species that yielded similar results. Can you make a large step beyond the known (not just a little 
one)?

Third question: based on other experiments and published data, what can be expected?
State hypotheses of the pattern: I expect X to happen because of Y (citation). Do not state hypothesis like: 
I want to look at X and see what happens. The reason is simple, type A can be written up in a manuscript, 
type B will be considered descriptive work and is much harder to publish. That means:
In a leaf treated with bacterial pathogen I expect PR gene markers to increase in expression because RT-
qPCR results show this increase (cite publication where it was shown). This works. Bad example: I want 
to look at PR marker genes.

In an untreated leaf on a plant treated with bacterial pathogen somewhere else, I expect PR gene markers 
to increase because plants have systemic acquired resistance pathways (again, citation!) This also works 
and is supported by data.

Some hypotheses are not supported, i.e. in a mutant of salicylic acid generation (which was thought of as 
the only SAR signaling molecule) PR gene markers do not change in abundance because (i) signaling is 
broken and (ii) other SAR markers, such as reduced bacterial growth in a secondary infection assay, 
cannot be seen. In fact, on the transcriptional level, you can see not only marker genes respond but a large 
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subset of the whole response occurs. This tells you that there are other signaling events and represents a 
major step forward.

These hypotheses will vary with each experiment and are usually not the work of the bioinformatician but 
the work of the biologist. 

Sometimes, the rejection or support of a hypothesis directly leads to a new one which can also be tested 
using just the data. Hypothesis: plant species A needs to make less protein in leaves because the oxidative 
stress is lower (citation) and therefore turnover is lower (just conjecture). Hence there will be less mRNA 
encoding ribosomes. – supported – Oxidative stress in leaves in the light is generated in chloroplasts, 
hence this effect should be true for plastid and cytosolic ribosomes which both translate plastid proteins 
but not mitochondrial ribosomes. – supported – these ribbons of hypotheses are very convincing, very 
much like in lab bench experiments, you usually want two or three lines of evidence supporting a fact (a 
mutant has no transcript, no protein and the activity is not detectable is a classic example from lab bench 
experiments). An alternative to these ribbons of hypotheses are multiple lines of evidence in big data: GO 
term enrichment highlights a process, Mapman fold-change visualization highlights the same process, and 
in the top 50 changed genes, many again relate to the same process. That process is likely affected by the 
treatment.

Although it is sensible to look through other papers for inspiration on types of visualization, the general 
approach or possible tools, the reason for a particular application should never be that it looked good in 
paper X. Your experiment and your hypotheses will determine if a particular visualization, an enrichment 
analysis using a particular approach to forming groups, or a particular analytical tool will yield 
publishable results. Always ask yourself, which hypothesis (or hypotheses) am I testing by applying this 
visualization/enrichment test/tool. If you want to look at protein abundance, you would not do a Northern 
Blot or RT-qPCR just because the figure looked pretty in paper X, would you?

SNPs - demo analysis
There is a huge variety of applications for NGS sequencing, and even within a sub category (e.g. SNP 
calling) there are many different ways to setup an experiment to get enough data while minimizing 
required resources. The example we will be looking at today is RADseq. RADseq is one way of sub 
setting the part of the genome that is sequenced to be able to confidently call SNPs, without having to 
sequence the whole genome to 30X coverage. A graphical summary is shown in figure below.
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Brief summary of RadSeq. By digesting DNA at specific positions, and using cut-site 
complementary adapters to sequence from around these positions, sufficient coverage is obtained 
to call a large number of SNPs (in many multiplexed samples) for a much lower cost than say 
whole genome resequencing. 

Here we will be reanalyzing a subset of data from: Elshire, Robert J., et al. "A robust, simple genotyping-
by-sequencing (GBS) approach for high diversity species." PloS one 6.5 (2011): e19379. The analysis 
starts out very similar to the RNAseq analysis we performed above. Full data is available from the 
Sequence read archive (SRR072252).

Getting Started

Our SNP analyses starts off very similar to the RNAseq analyses where we map to the genome. Since this 
process is so similar, we'll let you try and figure out the commands for quality control and trimming. We 
recommend using the RNAseq workflow as a reference and trying to adapt the pipeline to the new reads. 
You should start by changing into your working directory Documents/SNPdata/ . The raw reads are 
called: ReadFile1.fq. 

# quality control with fastqc 
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Take a look at the results. In particular the 'Per base sequence content'. The distribution at the start of the 
reads is very biased. That's because for the samples used here, the format is <barcode>[C(A or 
T)GC]<remaining sequence>. Barcodes vary from 4-8bp to make sure there is some diversity in each 
Illumina cycle. One of the 6bp barcodes has been enriched during sub setting (to keep example running 
quickly), can you tell what its sequence is?

# trimming with trimmomatic
# your adapter sequences are again named adapters.fa 
# (but the one in the SNPdata directory, please!)
# we will assume that you name your outputfile 
# SNPexample_trimmed.fq

Demultiplexing
Many samples (accessions), each with a unique barcode, were multiplexed and sequenced 

together. If this had been done with classic Illumina adapters, demultiplexing could have been performed 
as part of the Illumina pipeline, and we'd have received a fastq file for each sample. However, with the 
custom RadSeq adapters, the barcode sequences are simply at the start of the read, and we will use the tool
'process_radtags' from Stacks to split the fastq file according to, and remove the barcodes.

# make a directory for the split output files
mkdir demultiplexed
# demultiplex
process_radtags f SNPexample_trimmed.fq e apeKI o \ 
demultiplexed b barcodes.txt
# take a look at the results
ls demultiplexed/
# now every sequence will start with the site left behind 
# by ApeKI. As you can see in the fastqc report
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fastqc demultiplexed/sample_CCACAA.fq
firefox demultiplexed/sample_CCACAA_fastqc/fastqc_report.html

Read mapping

Unlike with mapping RNA, we don't need a split-read aligner to map to the genome. 
We don't technically need a split read aligner, but because of the efficiency and 
familiarity we will still use hisat2. Normally we would use bowtie2.

# first you'll need to build the index for the refernce sequence
# in this case your reference is Zea_mays_chr1.fa
# you can name the index whatever you like
....

# now it is time to map the reads, if you need it, 
# type hisat2 to get a help message
# use demultiplexed/sample_CCACAA.fq as your input file
# and name the output file sample_CCACAA.sam

SNPcalling

We'll need to do some re-organizing and preparation before we run the actual 
SNP calling.

# we'll need a compressed 'bam' file
samtools view bS sample_CCACAA.sam > mapping.bam
# and we'll need it to be sorted by positions
samtools sort mapping.bam > sorted.bam
# we'll need an index of our reference as well
samtools faidx Zea_mays_chr1.fa
ls
# you should see 'Zea_mays_chr1.fa.fai' if the indexing worked

Now we are finally ready to call some SNPs. Samtools' mpileup calculates the statistics 
for us, and the next command, bcftools call, does the actual SNP calling. 

# calculate alignment stats for polymorphisms
samtools mpileup C50 g u f Zea_mays_chr1.fa \
       sorted.bam > sample.mpileup
# call variants
bcftools call m ploidyfile dummy.ploidy sample.mpileup | \
   bcftools view minac 1 > sample.vcf

We can have a look at the file sample.vcf, which is a human readable 
text file
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The vcf format

What we get here is the so called “vcf” format

In the Info column we can see the number of reads covering a certain position indicated by the 
DP flag

Filtering SNPs

As we see from the DP Info there are still quite some SNPs only supported by one read (DP=1). 
We can fix this by applying a filter.

cat sample.vcf | vcfutils.pl varFilter d 20 > filteredsnps.vcf
# cat sample.vcf just shows the file and vcfutils.pl 
# varFilter only extracts those variants which have a coverage 
# of at least 20

Sanity check
We can run a sanity check on the results in a few ways. First, we could visualize the 
read mapping in a genome browser (such as tablet or IGV), look at one of the 
strongly supported SNPs (e.g. position 87350377 on Chromosome 1). This runs very 
much like the visualization of the RNAseq data. Don't forget to index the bam file. 
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Col Field Description
1 CHROM Chromosome name
2 POS 1-based position. For an indel, this is the position preceding the indel.
3 ID Variant identifier. Usually the dbSNP rsID.
4 REF Reference sequence at POS involved in the variant. For a SNP, it is a single base.
5 ALT Comma delimited list of alternative seuqence(s).
6 QUAL Phred-scaled probability of all samples being homozygous reference.
7 FILTER Semicolon delimited list of filters that the variant fails to pass.
8 INFO Semicolon delimited list of variant information.
9 FORMAT Colon delimited list of the format of individual genotypes in the following fields.
10 Sample(s) Individual genotype information defined by FORMAT.



Alternatively we can cross-check the SNPs against a database. 

To use dbSNP for the same SNP go to http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp and select advanced

In the next screen select Zea mays under organism, enter 87350377 for Base Position,  and enter 1 for 
chromosome.

  

We see that our SNP is in dbSNP.

Further Analysis - SNP type
Often (and particularly if you had full genome coverage, or all the known SNPs 
through imputation), you want to know which SNPs are candidates for causal 
mutations. Early stop codons are often highly suspect. A very popular tool for 
categorizing the effect of SNPs is snpEff. Like Trimmomatic, it’s written in Java, and 
we’ll call it with java -jar.

# Normally we'd build the database. There are many provided
# databases, but having ran afoul by mixing 
# release versions before, we build our own.
# that said, it needs more ram than the workshop computers have.
# snpEff is very picky about it’s input data format 
# (look at indexes/snpEffdata for example), the command would be:
# java jar snpEff.jar build gtf22 Zea_mays_chr1
# Once the database is there, categorizing SNPs is easy.
java jar snpEff.jar v Zea_mays_chr1 sample.vcf > sample.snpEff

Further Analysis - GWAS example
Frequently the end-goal of genotyping is to directly link the phenotype to the 

genotype, as with Genome Wide Association Studies. A new tool, QTCat, is now 
available for this, let’s check it out in R.

# load package
library(qtcat)

# look at their provided example suggested in the README

example(qtcatQtc, run.dontrun = T)

# this runs the analysis and displays the minimalistic pipeline

# let's go through it piece by piece.

pfile <- system.file("extdata/phenodata.csv", package = "qtcat")

gfile <- system.file("extdata/snpdata.csv", package = "qtcat")
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pfile

gfile

# we recommend switching to bash and using less to look at

# the csv files above to understand their format

# your own analysis will (in theory) work just like this one

# after creating those two files.

# OK, those just saved the full path to the files

pdat <- read.csv(pfile, header = TRUE)

head(pdat) # looks like that just imported phenotypic data

snp <- read.snpData(gfile, sep = ",")

# hmm, read.snpData, not a command we know, let's check it's ouput type

class(snp) # annother custom class

str(snp) # with, it appears, information on the alleles and zygosity at every

# position of every line

# qtcat trades linear mixed models for clustering, as a way to handle 

# population structure

clust <- qtcatClust(snp)

str(clust)

# we reccomend to keep checking with head/str/class as such as you go

geno <- qtcatGeno(snp, clust)

pheno <- qtcatPheno(names = pdat[, 1], pheno = pdat[, 2], 

                    covariates = model.matrix(~ pdat[, 3]))

fitted <- qtcatHit(pheno, geno)

# and finally the results

qtcatQtc(fitted)

Questions and answers

Congratulations, you've made it through the workshop material!

Do you have questions on what we've covered?

Do you have questions on transferring information here to your own data?
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